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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS
Let M be a complete connected n-dimensional Riemannian manifold,
 be its Laplacian, ∇ be its gradient operator, Pt = e−t
√− and Ht = et
be its Poisson and heat diffusion semi-groups, respectively, and pt x
 y
and ht x
 y be its Poisson and heat kernels, respectively. For a harmonic
function u on M × R1+, two interesting classical problems are whether u is
produced from some function f on M in terms of the Poisson integral and
if u converges near the boundary M of M × R1+.
For the ﬁrst problem, it is well known that for a harmonic function u on
Rn ×R1+ satisfying supt>0 	u·
 t	p <∞, we have: (a) there is a unique f ∈
Lp Rn such that u = Pt f  when 1 < p ≤ ∞; (b) there is a ﬁnite Borel
measure µ on Rn such that u = Pt dµ when p = 1; (c) limt→0 	Ptf  −
f	p = 0 for f ∈ Lp Rn and 1 ≤ p <∞; (d) limt→0 	Ptf  − f	L∞K = 0
for any bounded f ∈ CRn and any compact subset K ⊂ Rn. For exam-
ple, see [15]. In [12], Saka extended these results to the case where M is a
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connected unimodular Lie group. In [6], Chen and Wang set up some sim-
ilar results for M with RicM ≥ 0 under some additional conditions. In
this paper, we shall ﬁrst develop some ideas that appeared in [6] and [7] to
prove
Theorem 1. Let M be a complete connected n-dimensional Riemannian
manifold, u be a harmonic function on M ×R1+ satisfying supt>0 	u·
 t	p <
∞, we have
(a) for 1 < p <∞, there is a unique f ∈ LpM such that u = Pf ;
(b) for p = 1 and M with RicM ≥ −k2 for some k ≥ 0, there is a
unique ﬁnite Borel measure µ on M × R1+ such that u = Pdµ;
(c) for p = ∞ and M with RicM ≥ −k2 for some k ≥ 0, there is a
unique f ∈ L∞M such that u = Pf ;
(d) limt→0 	Ptf  − f	p = 0 for f ∈ LpM and 1 ≤ p <∞;
(e) if RicM ≥ −k2 for some k ≥ 0, then limt→0 	Ptf  − f	L∞K =
0 for any bounded f ∈ CM and any compact subset K ⊂M .
For the second problem, we shall introduce some notations ﬁrst. For a
function u on M × R1+, if the limitation limα x0x
t→x0 ux
 t exists for
all α > 0, then we call that u converges non-tangentially at x0, where
α x0 =
{x
 t ∈M × R1+  dx
 x0 < αt} (1)
is a called a non-tangential cone at x0, and dx
 y denotes the geodesic
distance between x and y; if ∃α0 > 0 and h0 > 0 such that u is bounded
in the truncated non-tangential cone h0α0 x0, then we call u non-tangentially
bounded at x0, where
h0α x0 =
{x
 t ∈M × R1+  dx
 x0 < αt
 t < h0} (2)
It is well known that (a) for a harmonic function u on Rn × R1+ satisfying
supt>0 	u·
 t	p < ∞, where 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, u converges non-tangentially
almost everywhere on Rn; (b) if u = Pf  for some f ∈ LpRn, where
1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, then u converges non-tangentially to f almost everywhere on
Rn; (c) for a harmonic function u on Rn and a measurable set E ⊂ Rn, if
u is non-tangentially bounded almost everywhere on E, then u converges
non-tangentially almost everywhere on E. For example, see Chapter VII of
[14]. In [12], Saka extended these results to the case whereM is a connected
unimodular Lie group. For manifolds, we shall use estimates of the Poisson
kernel and its derivatives and the main ideas used in Chapter VII of [14]
to prove
Theorem 2. Let M be a complete connected n-dimensional Riemannian
manifold, and u be a harmonic function on M × R1+; we have
(a) if RicM ≥ −k2 and u = Pf  for some f ∈ LpM and 1 ≤ p ≤
∞, then limt→0 Ptf x = f x for almost every x ∈M;
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(b) if RicM ≥ 0 and u = Pf  for some f ∈ LpM and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞,
then Ptf x converges non-tangentially to f x for almost every x ∈M;
(c) if RicM ≥ 0, E ⊂ M is measurable and u is non-tangentially
bounded on E, then u converges non-tangentially almost everywhere on E.
From the above theorems, we see that for u satisfying supt>0 	u·
 t	p <
∞, limt→0 ux
 t exists for almost every x ∈M if RicM is bounded below
and 1 < p < ∞ and u converges non-tangentially for almost every x ∈ M
if RicM ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. In the whole paper, Ca
b
n
 always denotes
a positive number depending only on a
 b
 n
 · · ·. It may be different in
different occurrences.
2. REPRESENTATION THEOREM
We ﬁrst consider the uniqueness of solution of Dirichlet problem
∂2t + u = 0 on M × R1+
uM = f
sup
t>0
	u·
 t	p <∞
 u ∈ CM × R1+

(3)
where f ∈ CM ∩ LpM and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. We have
Theorem 3. For a complete connected Riemannian manifold M with
RicM ≥ −k2 for some k ≥ 0, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, and f ∈ CM ∩LpM, (3) has
a unique solution ux
 t = ∫M ptx
 yf ydy. In addition, for 1 < p <∞,
the condition RicM ≥ −k2 is not necessary.
For the heat equation, a similar result was set up by Strichartz [16] and
Li [10].
Proof. Let u be a solution to (3) and set
v"x
 t =


ux
 t + " − Ptu·
 "x ∀ t > 0
0 t = 0
−v"x
−t ∀ t < 0,
where " > 0. It is easy to see that
	v"·
 t	p ≤ 2 sup
t>0
	u·
 t	p <∞for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ (4)
We have
Lemma 4. For complete connected Riemannian manifold M , v" is always
harmonic on M × R1.
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Lemma 5. For 1 < p <∞, it holds that
∂2t
(	v"·
 t	pp) ≥ pp− 12
∫
M
∣∣∇v"x
 tp/2∣∣2 dx ≥ 0
Lemma 6. For 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and RicM bounded below, it holds that
v"x
 t = Hs ◦HRs v"x
 t

where HRs = esR , R = ∂2t is the Laplacian on R and s > 0.
Lemma 7. For 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and RicM bounded below, it holds that∥∥∂tHs ◦HRs v"·
 t∥∥p ≤ Cs−1 sup
t∈R
	v"·
 t	p
s→0−→ 0
Lemma 8 10
 16. For complete connected Riemannian manifold M and
f ∈ LpM, if 1 ≤ p <∞, then 	Htf  − f	p → 0 when t → 0; if RicM
is bounded below, then Ht1 = 1.
For 1 < p <∞, from Lemma 5 and (4), 	v"·
 t	p is a bounded convex
function on R1, it must be constant, and further, ∇v"x
 t = 0 for almost
every x ∈M by Lemma 5, so v"x
 t ≡ 0 for all t ∈ R1. For p = 1 or p = ∞
and RicM bounded below, Lemmas 6 and 7 mean that v" is independent
of t; thus, v"x
 t ≡ v"x
 0 ≡ 0. Therefore, under the assumptions of
Theorem 3, we always have ux
 t + " = Ptu·
 "x, where t > 0 and
" > 0. Then, a standard limitation argument gives Theorem 3; for example,
see [15, Chap. II, Sect. 2] for M = Rn case.
Now, we give proofs of the above lemmas.
Proof of Lemma 4 Let M⊥ = M × R1+ and ⊥ = +
(
∂
∂t
)2. v" is obvi-
ously harmonic on M × (R1\0), so what we need to show is that v" is
harmonic at every x0
 0 ∈M ×R1+. Actually, for any x0 ∈M , the solution
v of boundary problem
on B×
def=
x0
the geodesic ball in M⊥
⊥vx
 t = 0
with center x0
 0 and radius 1
v∂B×x0 = v"∂B×x0
v ∈ CB×x0 ∩ C2B×x0

(5)
of course, is unique. And, vx
 t = −vx
−t because −vx
 t is also a
solution of (5). So, vx
 0 = 0, which means that both v and v" are solutions
of
⊥ux
 t = 0 on B+x0 = x
 t ∈ B×x0  t > 0
u∂B+x0 = v"∂B+x0
u ∈ CB+x0 ∩ C2B+x0
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and
⊥ux
 t = 0 on B−x0 = x
 t ∈ B×x0  t < 0
u∂B−x0 = v"∂B−x0
u ∈ CB−x0 ∩ C2B−x0

so they must be same; i.e., v" = v on B×x0 , which means that v" is harmonic
on B×x0 , especially, harmonic at x0
 0.
Proof of Lemma 5 Taking ϕ ∈ C∞R such that ϕt>2 = 0, ϕt<1 = 1,
1 ≥ ϕ ≥ 0, ϕ′ ≤ Cϕϕ3/2, and x0 ∈M , we get (if necessary, we may consider
v" + δ instead of v", and let δ→ 0+)
Ir =
∫
M
∂2t v"x
tp ·ϕrdx0
xdx
≥
∫
M
pv"x
tp−1∂2t v"x
t·ϕrdx0
xdx
≥ −
∫
M
pv"x
tp−1xv"x
t·ϕrdx0
xdx (by Lemma 4)
=
∫
M
prv"x
tp−1∇xv"x
t·∇xdx0
x·ϕ′rdx0
xdx
+
∫
M
pp−1v"x
tp−2∇xv"x
t2 ·ϕrdx0
xdx
by integration by parts
≥
∫
M
pp−1v"x
tp−2∇xv"x
t2 ·ϕrdx0
xdx
−p
(∫
M
v"x
tp−2∇xv"x
t2ϕrdx0
xdx
)1/2
·r
(∫
M
v"x
tpϕrdx0
xdx
)1/2
≥ pp−1
2
∫
M
v"x
tp−2∇xv"x
t2 ·ϕrdx0
xdx
− p
p−1 r
2
∫
M
v"x
tpϕrdx0
xdx(
because
√
ab≤ p−1
2
a+ 1
p−1b
)
→ pp−1
2
∫
M
v"x
tp−2∇xv"x
t2dxwhen r→0+ 
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thus
∂2t
(	v"·
 t	pp) ∗= ∫
M
∂2t v"x
 tp dx
= lim
r→0
Ir ≥
pp− 1
2
∫
M
v"x
 tp−2∇xv"x
 t2 dx

which gives Lemma 5. Note that the identity ∗ holds at least in the dis-
tributional sense, which is actually enough for our purpose and which will
only cause some additional calculations when we apply Lemma 5.
To prove Lemmas 6 and 7, we also need the following known results
(Lemmas 9–11).
Lemma 9 8
 13. If RicM ≥ −k2 for some k ≥ 0, u > 0 is harmonic
on Bx02r ⊂M , then
sup
x∈Bx0 r
∇ux
ux ≤ Cn
(
k+ 1
r
)
 
thus
sup
x∈Bx0 r
ux ≤ Cn expCnkr inf
x∈Bx0 r
ux
Lemma 10 [11]. If RicM ≥ −k2 for some k ≥ 0, u ≥ 0 is sub-harmonic
on Bx02r ⊂M , then
sup
x∈Bx0 r
ux ≤ Cn expCnkr
1
Bx02r
∫
Bx0 2r
uxdx
Lemma 11 8
 10. If RicM ≥ −k2 for some k ≥ 0, then
∫
M−Bx0 R
∇yhtx
 y2 dy ≤ CnR−2 + t−1V −1x0 
√
t/2 exp
(
Cnkt −
R2
3t
)
∫
M−Bx0 R
htx
 y2 dy ≤ CnV −1x0 
√
t/2 exp
(
Cnkt −
R2
3t
)
htx
 y ≤ Cn
kV −1x 
√
tt−n/4 exp
(
Cn
kt −
d2x
 y
5t
)

Proof of Lemma 6. Let ω"x
 t
 s =
(
Hs ◦HRs
)v"x
 t. We only need
to show that
∂sω"x
 t
 s ≡ 0 for x ∈M
 t ∈ R
 s > 0 (6)
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By Lemma 4 and the identities (note that ∗∗ holds at least in the distribu-
tional sense for s ∈ 0
∞, which is enough for our purpose)
∂s
∫
M˜
v"x˜′h˜sx˜
 x˜′dx˜′ ∗∗=
∫
M˜
v"x˜′∂sh˜sx˜
 x˜′dx˜′
=
∫
M˜
v"x˜′˜x˜′ h˜sx˜
 x˜′dx˜′ 
it is also enough for (6) to show that∫
M˜
v"x˜′˜x˜′ h˜sx˜
 x˜′dx˜′ =
∫
M˜
h˜sx˜
 x˜′˜x˜′v"x˜′dx˜′
 (7)
where M˜ = M × R1, x˜ = x
 t, ˜ is the Laplacian on M˜ , H˜s = es˜ =
Hs ◦HRs is the heat diffusion semi-group on M˜ , and h˜s is the kernel function
of H˜s. By the semi-group property, it is enough to show that (7) is true for
small s > 0.
Now, letting Bx˜0r denote the geodesic ball in M˜ with radius r and
center x˜0 ∈ M˜ , ∇˜ denote the gradient operator on M˜ , and noting that
h˜sx˜
 x˜′ = hsx
 x′hRs t
 t ′, where hRs denotes the heat kernel on R1, we
have∣∣∣∣∫
Bx˜0 r
v"x˜′˜x˜′ h˜sx˜
 x˜′dx˜′ −
∫
Bx˜0 r
h˜sx˜
 x˜′˜x˜′v"x˜′dx˜′
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∫
∂Bx˜0 r
(
v"x˜′∂γh˜sx˜
 x˜′ − h˜sx˜
 x˜′∂γv"x˜′
)
dσx˜′
∣∣∣∣
where γ denotes the outer normal vector ﬁelds on ∂Bx˜0r
≤
∫
∂Bx˜0 r
∣∣v"x˜′∇˜x˜′ h˜sx˜
 x˜′∣∣dσx˜′ + ∫
∂Bx˜0 r
h˜sx˜
 x˜′
∣∣∇˜x˜′v"x˜′∣∣dσx˜′
= Ir + IIr
So, for (7), we only need to show that there is rj → ∞ such that Irj and
IIrj → 0 when j → ∞. Again, by the integral mean value theorem, it is
enough to show that for sufﬁciently small s > 0,
a ∫Bx˜0 r+1−Bx˜0 r∣∣v"x˜′∇˜x˜′ h˜sx˜
 x˜′∣∣dx˜′ → 0
b ∫Bx˜0 r+1−Bx˜0 r h˜sx˜
 x˜′∣∣∇˜x˜′v"x˜′∣∣dx˜′ → 0
(8)
when r → ∞. For 1 ≤ p < ∞, noting that RicM˜ ≥ −k2, and by
Lemma 10,
sup
x˜′∈Bx˜0 r+1
v"x˜′≤CneCnkrV −1x˜0 2r+2
∫
Bx˜0 2r+2
v"x˜′dx˜′
≤CneCnkr
(
V −1x˜0 2r+2
∫
Bx˜0 2r+2
v"x˜′pdx˜′
)1/p
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≤CneCnkr
(
V −1x0 rr−1
∫ t0+2r
t0−2r
∫
Bx0 2r+2
v"x′
t ′pdx′dt ′
)1/p
≤CneCnkrV −1/px0 rsup
t∈R
	v"·
t	p
≤Cn
ueCnkrV −1/px0 r (by 4 
thus, by Lemma 11, we have
∫
Bx˜0 r+1−Bx˜0 r
∣∣v"x˜′∇˜x˜′ h˜sx˜
 x˜′∣∣dx˜′
≤ Cn
ueCnrV −1/px0 r
∫
Bx˜0 r+1−Bx˜0 r
∣∣∇˜x˜′ h˜sx˜
 x˜′∣∣dx˜′
≤ Cn
ueCnrV −1/px0 rV
1/2
x˜0
r + 1
(∫
M˜−Bx˜0 r
∣∣∇˜x˜′ h˜sx˜
 x˜′∣∣2dx˜′
)1/2
≤ Cn
ueCnrV −1/px0 reCnkr
2(
r−2 + s−1)1/2V −1/2x˜0
(√
s
2
)
eCnks−
r2
6s
≤ Cn
ueCn
k
(
r2+s− r2s
)
V −1/px0 r
(
r−2 + s−1)1/2V −1/2x˜0
(√
s
2
)
r→∞−→ 0
for sufﬁciently small s, which gives (8a). (8b) can be similarly treated. For
p = ∞, noting that RicM˜ ≥ −k2, by Lemma 11,
∫
Bx˜0 r+1−Bx˜0 r
∣∣v"x˜′∇˜x˜′ h˜sx˜
 x˜′∣∣dx˜′
≤ Cn
u
∫
Bx˜0 r+1−Bx˜0 r
∣∣∇˜x˜′ h˜sx˜
 x˜′∣∣dx˜′
≤ Cn
uV 1/2x˜0 r + 1
(∫
M˜−Bx˜0 r
∣∣∇˜x˜′ h˜sx˜
 x˜′∣∣2dx˜′
)1/2
≤ Cn
ueCnkr
2(
r−2 + s−1)1/2V −1/2x˜0
(√
s
2
)
eCnks−
r2
6s
≤ Cn
ueCn
k
(
r2+s− r2s
)(
r−2 + s−1)1/2V −1/2x˜0
(√
s
2
)
r→∞−→ 0
for sufﬁciently small s; thus (8a) holds. (8b) can be proved similarly.
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Proof of Lemma 7. Noting that
∫
M hsx
 x′dx′ =
∫
M hsx′
 xdx′ = 1,
by Ho¨lder’s inequality twice, we get∥∥∂tHs ◦HRs v"·
t∥∥LpM
≤
∥∥∥∥∫
M˜
hs·
x′
∣∣∂thRs t
t ′∣∣v"x′
t ′dx′dt ′
∥∥∥∥
LpM
≤
∥∥∥∥∫
R
(∫
M
hs·
x′
∣∣v"x′
t ′∣∣pdx′
)1/p∣∣∂thRs t
t ′∣∣dt ′
∥∥∥∥
LpM
≤ sup
t∈R
	v"·
t	p
∫
R
∣∣∂thRs t
t ′∣∣dt ′ ≤Cs−1sup
t∈R
	v"·
t	p

which gives Lemma 7.
3. CONVERGENCE THEOREM
At ﬁrst, we have
Lemma 12. If RicM ≥ −k2 for some k ≥ 0, then for any compact
subset K ⊂M and δ > 0, it holds that
sup
x∈K
∫
dx
y>δ
ptx
 ydy → 0
when t → 0.
Proof. We ﬁrst notice that
Vxt ≤ Cn
ke
√
n−1kt (9)
by Bishop volume comparison theorem (see [13]). Thus, for t ∈ 0
 1,∫
dx
y>δ
htx
ydy
≤Cn
kV −1x 
√
tt−n/4
∫
dx
y>δ
e−d
2x
y/5tdy by Lemma 11
=Cn
kV −1x 
√
tt−n/4
∫ ∞
δ
e−r
2/5ty∈M dx
y= rdr by area formula
≤Cn
kV −1x 
√
tt−1−n/4
∫ ∞
δ
re−r
2/5tVxrdr (by integration by parts
≤Cn
kV −1x 
√
tt−1−n/4
∫ ∞
δ
re−r
2/5t+√n−1kr dr (by (9)
≤Cn
kV −1x 
√
tt−1−n/4δ2e−δ/5t+
√
n−1k
(
when t<
δ
10
√
n−1k
)
t→0−→0
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uniformly for x ∈ K (because Vx
√
t ≥ Cn
k
Ktn/2). Therefore, identities
ptx
 y =
1√
π
∫ ∞
0
e−uu−1/2ht2/ux
 ydu

∫
M
htx
 ydy = 1
and Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem gives the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1. (e) can be easily followed from Lemma 12 and the
following fact that for f ∈ L∞M ∩ CM, and compact K ⊂ M , letting
δ > 0, we have (note that
∫
M px
 ydy = 1)
sup
x∈K
Ptf x − f x ≤ 2	f	∞ sup
x∈K
∫
dx
y>δ
ptx
 ydy
+ sup
x∈K
dx
y<δ
f x − f y
(a)–(d) can be easily followed from Theorem 3, Lemma 8 and a limitation
arguments.
Now, we consider pointwise convergence.
For a function f on M , we deﬁne its Hardy–Littlewood maximal function
by
f x = sup
geodesic ball Bx
1
B
∫
B
f ydy
and its Poisson maximal function by
P∗f x = sup
t>0
Ptf x
For a function u on M ×R1+, we deﬁne its non-tangential maximal function
by
Nαux = sup
y
t∈αx
uy
 t

where α > 0 and αx is deﬁned by (1). We have
Lemma 13 3
 4
 13
 17. If RicM ≥ 0, then,
C−1n
A
B ≤ Vxs/Vyt ≤ Cn
A
B for A−1 ≤ s/t ≤ A
dx
 y ≤ Bt
Vxr/VxR ≥ r/Rn and Vxr ≤ Cnrn0 < r < R <∞
ptx
 y ≥ CntV −1x t + dx
 yt + dx
 y−1
∂it∇jxptx
 y ≤ Cn
it−i−j+1V −1x t + dx
 yt + dx
 y−1
	1+ dx
 ·−"V −1x 1+ dx
 ·	L1M ≤ Cn
"∀x ∈M
" > 0
for i = 0
 1
 2
    
 j = 0 or 1.
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Lemma 14 2
 6. For a complete connected Riemannian manifold M , if
RicM is bounded below, then P∗ is Lp ( for 1 < p ≤ ∞) and weak type L1
bounded; if RicM ≥ 0, then  is also Lp ( for 1 < p ≤ ∞) and weak type
L1 bounded, and Nα ◦ Pf x ≤ Cn
αf x.
Note that for negatively curved manifolds,  may be not Lp bounded for
1 < p < 2; see [7].
For a measurable subset E ⊂ M and a point x0 ∈ M , we call x0 a point
of density of E if
lim
r→0
E ∩ Bxr
Bxr
= 1
We have
Lemma 15. SupposeRicM ≥ 0. For any f ∈ LpM, where 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞,
lim
r→0
1
Bxr
∫
Bxr
f y − f xdy = 0
holds for almost every x ∈ M . Especially, for a measurable subset E ⊂ M ,
almost every point of E is a point of density.
This lemma can be proved by the standard way to prove Lebesgue’s
differentiation theorem on Rn and Lemma 14. For example, see Chapter I
of [14].
Lemma 16. Suppose RicM ≥ 0. For a harmonic function u on M ×R1+
and a bounded measurable subset E ⊂M , if u is non-tangentially bounded on
E, then, ∀ " > 0
 ∃ a compact subset F ⊂ E, s.t. (a) E − F  < ", (b) ∀α > 0,
∀h > 0, u is bounded on hαF, where
hαF =
⋃
x∈F
hαx (10)
and hαx is deﬁned by (2).
Proof. It can be proved as the lemma in [14, p. 201]; here, we shall only
give an outline of the proof. At ﬁrst, by deﬁnition, we can take a compact
F ′" ⊂ E, M ′" > 0, α′" > 0, and h′" > 0 such that
a E − F ′" < "/3

b sup
x
t∈h′"
α′"
F ′"
ux
 t ≤M ′"
 (11)
where h
′
"
α′"
F ′" is deﬁned by (10). Now, setting
Fr
η =
{
x ∈ F ′"  F ′" ∩ Bxr	Bxr−1 ≥ η
} ⊂ F ′"
 (12)
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we have
∀η ∈ 0
 1 and ∀ integer m > α′"
 ∃ δη
"
m > 0
 s.t.
F ′" − Fr
η < "/3m for all r ∈ 0
 δη
"
m (13)
by Lemma 15, and
∀ integer m > α′"
 ∃ηm ∈ 0
 1 and hm > 0

s.t. hmm Fr
η ⊂ h
′
"
α′"
F ′" for η ∈ ηm
 1
 (14)
which is because for x
 t ∈ hmm Fr
η, where hm is to be determined, say,
x
 t ∈ hmm x0, where x0 ∈ Fr
η, if x
 t /∈ h
′
"
α′"
F ′", then Bxα′"t ⊂ F ′"c;
thus
η ≤ F ′" ∩ Bx0mtBx0mt−1
(
for t < hm =
δη
"
m

 because x0 ∈ Fr
η
)
≤ 1− Bxα′"tBx0mt−1
≤ 1− α′"tnVx1Cnmtn−1 by Lemma 13
≤ 1− C−1n α′"/mn inf
x∈E
Vx1

which is a contradiction if we take ηm = 1 − 12C−1n α′"/mn infx∈E Vx1
(note that Vx1 ≤ Cn). This contradiction shows that (14) holds. Finally,
F = ∩m>m"Fδηm
"
m
ηm satisﬁes the requirements of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 2. For (a) with 1 ≤ p < ∞, we have that for any
g ∈ CcM,∥∥∥lim
t→0
Ptf  − f  − lim
t→0
Ptf  − f 
∥∥∥
p
≤
∥∥∥lim
t→0
Ptg − g − lim
t→0
Ptg − g
∥∥∥
p
+
∥∥∥lim
t→0
Ptf − g − f − g − lim
t→0
Ptf − g − f − g
∥∥∥
p
≤ 0+ ∥∥2P∗f − g∥∥
p
by Theorem 1e
≤ Cn	f − g	p by Lemma 14
Thus, by density of CcM in LpM, we get that limt→0 Ptf x = f x
for almost every x ∈ M . For (a) with p = ∞ the proof is similar; the only
difference is that we should replace 	 · 	p by 	 · 	L2B for the arbitrary
geodesic ball B. The proof of (b) is also similar; the difference is that we
should replace P∗ by Nα ◦ P .
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(c) can be proved as [14, Theorem 3]; here, we shall only give a brief
proof. When ∀ " > 0, take a compact subset F ⊂ E as in Lemma 16; we
only need to show that for almost every x ∈ F ,
lim
hαxy
t→x
uy
 t exists for any α > 0 and h > 0 (15)
Without loss of generality, we may assume suphαF u ≤ 1. For any m > 0,
let
ϕmx
 t = Ptϕmx
 ϕmx = u
(
x

1
m
)
χhαF
(
x

1
m
)
ψmx
 t = u
(
x
 t + 1
m
)
− ϕmx
 t 
then ϕm is a bounded subset of L∞M, so we have
ϕmj ·
weakly inL∞M→ some ϕ·∈L∞ for some subsequence mj
ϕmj x
t
pointwise→ϕx
t=Ptϕx
ψmj x
t
pointwise→ψx
t=ux
t−ϕx
t
(16)
Now, it is enough for (15) to show that
i for almost every x ∈ F
 lim
hαxy
t→x
ϕx
 t exists
ii for almost every x ∈ F
 lim
hαxy
t→x
ψx
 t = 0
(17)
(17i) is a special case of (b). To prove (17ii), let
Hx
 t= cPtχFcx + t
0= ∂
(
hαF
) ∩M
+ = ∂
(
hαF
) ∩ (M × R1+)

(18)
where c > 0 is to be determined, then
aH is harmonic on M × R1+ obviously
bH ≥ 0 on M × R1+ obviously
c lim
hαxy
t→x
Hy
 t = 0 for almost every x ∈ F by (b)
dH ≥ 2 on +
e ψmy
 t ≤ Hy
 t for any y
 t ∈ hαF
(19)
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From maximum principle, (19) and (16), we get (17ii) easily. Now, we prove
(19d) and (19e). Note that for x
 t ∈ + − M × h, Bxαt ⊂ Fc; thus
Hx
 t ≥
∫
M
ptx
 yχFcydy
≥
∫
Bxαt
CntV
−1
x t + dx
 yt + dx
 y−1 dy
≥ CntV −1x t + αtt + αt−1Vxαt ≥ Cn1+ α−1−n
by Lemma 13, which means that if we take c = max21+ αn+1/Cn
 2/h,
then (19d) holds. For (19e), if it does not hold, then there are some δ > 0
and xj
 tj ⊂ hαF, which tend to some x0
 t0 ∈ ∂hαF such that
ψmxj
 tj ≥ Hxj
 tj + δ (20)
But, if x0
 t0 ∈ +, it is not possible because
2 ≥ ψmxj
 tj by deﬁnition and the assumption that suphαF u ≤ 1
≥ Hxj
 tj + δ→ Hx0
 t0 + δ ≥ 2 + δ by (19d)
If x0
 t0 ∈ 0, (20) is also not possible because in the open set x ∈ M 
x
 1/m ∈ hαF ⊃ F , ϕmx = ux
 1/m is continuous; thus
ψmxj
 tj = uxj
 tj + 1/m − ϕmxj
 tj → ux0
 t0 + 1/m − ϕmx0 = 0
Therefore, (20) is indeed not possible, which veriﬁes (19e).
From Theorems 1–2, we can easily get
Corollary 17. For harmonic function u on M × R1+ satisfying supt>0
	u·
 t	p <∞ for some p ∈ 1
∞, we have
(a) if RicM is bounded below, then limt→0+ ux
 t exists for almost
every x ∈M;
(b) if RicM ≥ 0, then ux
 t converges non-tangentially for almost
every x ∈M .
4. AN APPLICATION TO BMO
In this section, we always assume that RicM ≥ 0. For f ∈ L1locM
	f	BMO = sup
x∈M
 r>0
V −1x r
∫
Bxr
f y − f Bxrdy
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where f Bxr = V −1x r
∫
Bxr f ydy, for f ∈ L1M
	f	H1 =
∥∥∥∥sup
t>0
Ptf 
∥∥∥∥
1


and, for a non-negative measure dµ on M × R1+
	dµ	CM = sup
x∈M
 r>0
V −1x rdµB̂xr

where dµB̂xr =
∫
B̂xr dµ, B̂xr = Bxr × 0
 r. We call f a BMO
function if 	f	BMO < ∞, f an H1 function if 	f	H1 < ∞, dµ a Carleson
measure if 	dµ	CM <∞. In [4], we set up some characterizations of BMO
functions. One of them is the following
Theorem A. Assume that RicM ≥ 0. f ∈ BMOM ⇔ f ∈ 9∗ and
	dµf	CM <∞, where dµf def= ∇⊥Ptf x2 t dt dx, and, f ∈ 9∗ means that
∃ " > 0 and x0 ∈M s.t.
f xV −1x0 1+ dx0
 x1+ dx0
 x ∈ L1M
Furthermore, C−1n ≤
∥∥dµf∥∥CM/	f	BMO ≤ Cn.
Theorem A is important in setting up the duality ofH1 and BMO; see [4].
But the condition f ∈ 9∗ seems unnatural. Here we shall give an alternative
form of Theorem A; i.e.,
Theorem 18. Assume that RicM ≥ 0. f ∈ BMOM ⇔ ∃ harmonic
function u on M × R1+ s.t. dµ def= ∇⊥ux
 t2 t dt dx is a Carleson measure,
f x = pointwise− limt→0+ ux
 t and limt→0+ 	u·
 t − f ·	BMO → 0.
See [9] for M = Rn case. In the above theorem, ⇒ part is known (see
[4]), and ⇐ part can be rewritten as follows.
Proposition 19. Assume that RicM ≥ 0. For a harmonic function u
on M × R1+, if dµ is a Carleson measure on M × R1+, then there is an f ∈
BMOM such that u = Ptf .
The idea of the proof is the following. Let u"x = ux
 ". We have
(1) v" = Ptu" is well deﬁned and v"x
 t = ux
 " + t. (2) 	u"	BMO ≤
Cn	dµ	CM and thus there is f ∈ BMOM and "k → 0 such that u"k → f
in the weak∗-topology of BMOM. Then, the proposition can be easily
followed.
Before proving, for simplicity, we ﬁrst list some lemmas.
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Lemma 20. Assume that RicM ≥ 0. For a domain D ⊂ M × R1+, if
A−1 ≤ RD/rD ≤ A, where RD = infR  B⊥R ⊃ D, where B⊥R is a geodesic
ball in M × R1+ with radius R, and rD = supr  B⊥r ⊂ D, then for any
non-negative subharmonic function w on M × R1+, R > " > 0, 0 < p < ∞,
we have
sup
z∈D"
wzp ≤ Cn
p
A
"D−1
∫
D
wx
 tp dx dt

where D" = z ∈M × R1+  dz
Dc > " and D =
∫
D dxdt.
This lemma is from [11] if we notice RicM × R1+ ≥ 0 under the usual
product metric ds2
M×R1+
def= ds2M + dt2.
Lemma 21. Assume that RicM ≥ 0. If u is harmonic on M ×R1+, then
∇⊥up is subharmonic on M × R1+ if p ≥ nn+1 .
This lemma is from [1].
Now, we start to prove Proposition 19.
At ﬁrst, we shall prove that for " > 0, v" = Ptu" is well deﬁned.
Actually, Pt1 is, of course, well deﬁned. So, it is enough to consider
Ptu" − u"x0 for any ﬁxed x0 ∈M . Now
Ptu"−u"x0
=
∫
M
ptx
yu"y−u"x0dy
≤
∫
dx0
y≤"
ptx
y sup
x∈Bx0 "
"∇u"xdy+
∫
dx0
y≥"
ptx
y
×
(
sup
x∈x0
y
∇ux
dx0
ydx0
y+
∫ dx0
y
"
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂t ux0
t
∣∣∣∣dt
+
∫ dx0
y
"
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂t uy
t
∣∣∣∣dt
)
dy
where x0
y denotes the geodesic line joining x0 and y
≤Cn	dµ	CM
(∫
dx0
y≤"
ptx
ydy+
∫
dx0
y≥"
ptx
y
× 1+ logdx0
y/"dy
)
≤Cn
x
x0
"	dµ	CM
(
Pt1+
∥∥1+dx0
·− 12
× V −1x0 1+dx0
·
∥∥
L1M
)
<∞
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because by Lemma 20 and Lemma 21, we have
sup
x∈Bzs
∇⊥ux
 s2 ≤ Cns−1V −1x 2s
∫
Bz2s
∇⊥ux
 s2 dxdt
≤ Cns−1V −1x sdµ ̂Bz2s ≤ Cns−1	dµ	CM (21)
and, by Lemma 13, we have∫
dx0
y≥"
ptx
 y logdx0
 y/"dy
≤ tCn
x
x0
"
∫
M
logdx0
 y + 1
dx0
 y + 1
V −1x0 1+ dx0
 ydy
≤ tCn
x
x0
"
∥∥1+ dx0
 ·−1/2V −1x0 1+ dx0
 ·∥∥L1M <∞
Therefore, v" = Ptu" is well deﬁned on M × R1+, and it is certainly har-
monic on M × R1+.
Now, we shall prove that v"x
 t = ux
 t + ". From (21), we see that
∂
∂t
ux
 t + " is bounded on M × R1+. So, by Theorem 1
∂
∂t
ux
 t + " = Pt
(
∂
∂"
ux
 "
)
= ∂
∂"
v"x
 t 
i.e., ∂
∂"
ux
 t + " = ∂
∂"
v"x
 t, so, ∂∂"
(
∂
∂t
ux
 t + " − ∂
∂t
v"x
 t
) ≡ 0, and
thus
∂
∂t
ux
 t + " − ∂
∂t
v"x
 t = lim
s→∞
∂
∂t
ux
 t + s − vsx
 t = 0
by (21) and the following estimate∣∣∣ ∂
∂t
vsx
 t
∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∫
M
∂
∂t
ptx
 yusy − usxdy
∣∣∣∣
≤ Cns−1	dµ	CM
∥∥1+ dx
 ·−1V −1x 1+ dx
 ·∥∥L1M
→ 0s →∞
by Lemma 13 and (21). Therefore, ux
 t + " − v"x
 t = some gx. Let
t → 0, we get gx = 0; i.e., ux
 t + " = v"x
 t.
Now, we shall prove that 	u"	BMO ≤ Cn	dµ	CM . By Theorem A
and boundedness of u", we get 	u"	BMO ≤ Cn	dµ"	CM , where dµ" =
∇⊥v"x
 t2 t dt dx. To estimate 	dµ"	CM , taking any ball B = Bx0r, we
have
dµ"B̂ =
∫
B̂
∇⊥ux
 t + "2 t dt dx ≤ Cn	dµ	CM B
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because v" = u·
 · + " and for r ≥ "
dµ"B̂ ≤
∫
B×"
 r+"
∇⊥ux
 t2 t dt dx ≤ dµ2̂B ≤ Cn	dµ	CM B
and for r ≤ "
dµ"B̂ = Cn
∫
B̂
	dµ	CMt + "−2 t dt dx ≤ Cn	dµ	CM B
by (21). Therefore, µ" is a bounded sequence of BMO(M), so there
must be an "k → 0 and f ∈ BMOM, such that µ"k → f k→∞ in the
weak∗-topology of BMO(M); i.e., for any g ∈ H1M∫
M
gxu"kxdx→
∫
M
gxf xdxk→∞
Finally, noticing that for ﬁxed y
 t ∈ M × R1+, ∂∂t pt·
 y ∈ H1M
because
sup
s>0
∣∣∣∣Ps
(
∂
∂t
pt·
 y
)
x
∣∣∣∣ = sup
s>0
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂t pt+sx
 y
∣∣∣∣
≤ Cn sup
s>0
t + s + dx
 y−1
×V −1y t + s + dx
 y ∈ L1M
by Lemma 13, we get∫
M
∂
∂t
ptx
 yu"kxdx→
∫
M
f x ∂
∂t
ptx
 ydxk→∞ 
i.e., ∂
∂t
ux
 t = ∂
∂t
Ptf x, so ux
 t = Ptf x + some hx. Let
t = "k → 0, we get that for any g ∈ H1M∫
M
hg =
∫
M
gu"k − P"kf  = limk→∞
∫
M
gu"k − f 
+ lim
k→∞
∫
M
gf − P"kf  = 0
because Ptf  → f in BMOMt → 0. So 	h	BMO = 0 and thus h =
some constant. Therefore, ux
 t = Ptf  + C = Ptf˜  for f˜ = f + C ∈
BMOM. The proposition is now proved.
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